October — Statewide Seat Belt Enforcement
EXTRA SEAT BELT PATROLS NOW
CLICK IT OR TICKET

SECONDARY OPTIONS:
106 UNBUCKLED TRAFFIC DEATHS IN 2014

SEAT BELT USE REQUIRED IN FRONT & BACK SEATS

October — Halloween DWI Enforcement
EXTRA DWI PATROLS THIS WEEKEND
PLAN A SOBER RIDE

SECONDARY OPTIONS:
DRUNK DRIVERS CAUSE 1 IN 4 TRAFFIC DEATHS
*drunk driver defined as .08 BAC or over

November - Thanksgiving Eve DWI Enforcement
EXTRA DWI PATROLS THIS WEEKEND
PLAN A SOBER RIDE

SECONDARY OPTION:
DRUNK DRIVERS CAUSE 1 IN 4 TRAFFIC DEATHS
*drunk driver defined as .08 BAC or over

December — Statewide DWI Enforcement
EXTRA DWI PATROLS THIS WEEKEND
PLAN A SOBER RIDE

SECONDARY OPTIONS:
DRUNK DRIVING CAUSED 88 TRAFFIC DEATHS IN 2014

DRUNK DRIVERS CAUSE 1 IN 4 TRAFFIC DEATHS
*drunk driver defined as .08 BAC or over
March 17 — St. Patrick’s Day DWI Enforcement
EXTRA DWI PATROLS
TONIGHT
PLAN A SOBER RIDE
SECONDARY OPTION:
DRUNK DRIVERS
CAUSE 1 IN 4
TRAFFIC DEATHS *drunk driver defined as .08 BAC or over

April — Distracted Driving Enforcement
EXTRA TEXT & DRIVE PATROLS IN APRIL
SECONDARY OPTIONS:
TEXTING & DRIVING ILLEGAL IN MN
DISTRACTED DRIVERS KILLED 61 PEOPLE IN 2014

May — Statewide DWI Enforcement
EXTRA DWI PATROLS TONIGHT
PLAN A SOBER RIDE
SECONDARY OPTION:
DRUNK DRIVERS CAUSE 1 IN 4
TRAFFIC DEATHS *drunk driver defined as .08 BAC or over

May — Nationwide/Statewide Seat Belt Enforcement
EXTRA SEAT BELT PATROLS NOW
CLICK IT OR TICKET
SECONDARY OPTIONS:
106 UNBUCKLED TRAFFIC DEATHS IN 2014
SEAT BELT USE REQUIRED IN FRONT & BACK SEATS
June — Motorcycle Awareness
LOOK TWICE FOR
MOTORCYCLES
SHARE THE ROAD

July — DWI Enforcement
EXTRA DWI PATROLS
THIS WEEKEND
PLAN A SOBER RIDE

SECONDARY OPTION:
DRUNK DRIVERS
CAUSE 1 IN 4
TRAFFIC DEATHS
*drunk driver defined as .08 BAC or over

July — Speed Enforcement
EXTRA SPEED
PATROLS IN JULY
DRIVE SAFE SPEEDS

SECONDARY OPTIONS:
1 IN 5
TRAFFIC DEATHS
SPEED RELATED

August - Sept. — Nationwide/Statewide DWI Enforcement
EXTRA DWI PATROLS
THRU LABOR DAY
PLAN A SOBER RIDE

EXTRA DWI PATROLS
THIS WEEKEND
PLAN A SOBER RIDE

SECONDARY OPTIONS:
DRUNK DRIVING
CAUSED 88 TRAFFIC
DEaths IN 2014

DRUNK DRIVERS
CAUSE 1 IN 4
TRAFFIC DEATHS
*drunk driver defined as .08 BAC or over

August 31 — Statewide Move Over Enforcement
MOVE OVER FOR
FLASHING LIGHTS
IT’S THE LAW